Abstract: Static Program Slicing has gained wi& recognition in both academic and practical arenas. Several debugging tools have been developed that utilize static program slicing. Dynamic slicing has also gained considerable popukzrity in recent years. Due to the several advantages of dynamic slicing over static slicing, the objective of this work was to develop a debugging tool for C programs, called C-Debug, using dynamic slicing and dicing techniques. This paper reports the design considerations of C-Debug and the data structures used in the implementation of C-Debug. Based on the usage experiments with the C-Debug &bugging tool, limitations and possible future enhancements are also outlined.
Introduction
Once! a programmer fmds that a progmm fails to function properly in the testing process, debugging techniques are used to localize the causes of the errors and to correct them. All too often, one finds that the cost associated with testing and correcting a program is likely to increaseasthesizeoftheprogramincreasesandasthe progmm becomes more complicated. Several different tools and methods have been developed to debug programs. Some examples arez ffie printing utilities, module testing packages, built-in language facilities and programmed-in aids, post-mortem dumps, and source code amendment facilities.
Program slicing Weiser 81.82, and 841 is one of the debugging methods used to localize errors in a program. The idea of program slicing is to focus on the statements that have something to do with a variable of interest (criterion variable), with those statements which are unrelated beiig omitted. Using the slicing method, one Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. obtains a new program of generally smaller size which still maintains all aspects of the original program behavior with respect to the crition variable. A dicing technique &yle 841 can then be used to compare two or more slices resulting from the slicing technique to identify the set of statements that are likely to contain an error.
Frogram slicing can be classified into two main categories according to how slices are computed: static slicing and dynamic slicing. Static slicing is a method of computing slices directly from original source programs. Dynamic slicing, in contrast, is a method used to compute slices fkom the executable part (execution trace) of the original source program. An advantage of dynamic slicing over static slicing is that it yields a program slice of smaller size, or in the worst case, of equal size. Furthermore, dynamic slicing is capable of treating axmy elements and fields in dynamic records as individual variables CKorel 901.
Purpose and Scope of the Study
The main purpose of this work was to implement the dynamic slicing approach in generating a program slice. Specifically, in this study we developed an interactive debugging tool, called C-Debug, for debugging a C program running in a UNIX environment. C-Debug was designed to function as a utility program of the UNIX system and was developed based on slicing and dicing techniques. In order for C-Debug to be more powerful, dynamic slicing rather than static slicing was chosen.
The scope of C-Debug includes programs that contain straight-line codes; control statements such as if, while, for, switch, and do; function calls with and without parameters; and expressions manipulating pointer. In its present implementation, structures, unions, and userdefmed variables are not included.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a general discussion of slicing and dicing. Section 3 presents the steps involved in the design of C-Debug and the important algorithms of C-Debug. Section 4 contains a discussion of the implementation of C-Debug.
Finally, Section 5 presents a summary and identifies some areas of future work.
Program Slicing
Localizing program errors is an arduous and timeumuming task, specifdly when programs written by other people are involved Korel 88b]. Several attempts have been made to find ways that can enable one to locate errors rnoz rapidly and effectively. Program slicing weiser 8 1, 82, and 841 [Gallagher 9 11 is one of severaI methods that have been used for this purpose. The notion of slicing is based on the premise that instead of locating errors in the original program, which can be of a large size, one can locate errors in a program of smaller size which is sliced from the original program but still preserves part of the original program's behavior for a particular output or relative to a particular variable [weiser 841.
Advantages of slices and slicing are based on four facts [weiser 841. First, slices can be found automatically by a method used .to decompose progmms through analyzing their data flow and control flow. Second, a slice is normaIly smaller than the original program. Third, slices can be executed independently of one another. In other words, a slice is itself an executable program whose behavior must be identical to the specified subsets of the original program's behavior. Finally, each slice produces exactly one projection of the original program's behavior.
Program slicing can be classified into two main categories: static slicing and dynamic slicing.
Static Slicing
Static slicing lweiser 81, 82, and 841 is a method defined on the basis of all computations of a program. A static program slice is determined directly ftom the original source program. One advantage of static slicing over dynamic slicing is that it is easier and faster to identify a static slice. This is because computations for generating a static slice are done directly from the original source program. Static slicing does have disadvantages [Morel 901. First, it yields a program slice of generally larger size than that of dynamic slicing. Second, static slicing cannot treat array elements and fields in dynamic records as individual variables.
Dynamic Slicing
Unlike static slicing, dynamic slicing [Morel 88a, 88b, and 901 is defined on the basis of one computation rather than all computations and generates a dynamic program slice by computing from the executable part of the original source program. In this way, the size of the resulting slice becomes generally smaller. In addition, this method enables one to treat array elements and fields in dynamic records as individual variables. By applying dynamic slicing, one finds it easier to identify the statements in the program that do not influence the variables of interest. Additionally, the run-time handling of arrays and pointer variables helps reduce the size of the slice. Dynamic slicing is not without its problems. It is slower and more difficult to compute than static slicing. This is because the method needs to determine the executable part of the original source program before computations of slices.
Dicing
Dicing is the process of identifying a set of statements prone to contain an error [Lyle 841 [Nanja 901 . The idea is to compare two or more slices using slicing techniques. Only one of these will slice on a variable with an incorrect value and the other will slice on variables with correct values. One must ascertain that the latter contains no errors. Some statements sliced on correct variables will then be removed from those sliced on a variable with incorrect values. Upon completion of these steps, a new slice is obtained that is smaller and tends to contain an ermr.
The validity of the use of dicing rests on three assumptions meiser 863. First, it is necessary that testing be reliable and that all incorrectly computed variables be identified. Second, if the computation of a variable, V, depends on the computation of another variable, W, then whenever W has an incorrect value, so does V. Third, it is necessary that one and only one fault exist in the program.
Definitions
To facilitate better understanding of program slicing, it is necessary that the following background lweiser 811 Eon31 901 be presented.
A slicing criterion, for static slicing, is defmed to be an ordered pair ci, V>, where i is a specified line number of code in a program and V is a subset of variables in the Program. LettheflowgraphofaprogramPbeadirectedgmph (N,A,s,e) and C be a slicing criterion, where N is a set of nodes, A is a binary relation on N (a subset of N x N), referred to as a set of arcs, s is a unique entry node where s E N, and e is a unique exit node where e E N. A node in N consists of one instruction, including a single instruction or a control instruction, A single instruction can be an assignment statement or an input/output statements. A control instruction can be such statements as if-then-else or while statements which are called test instructions. An arc (n,m) E A corresponds to a possible transfer of control from instruction n to instruction m.
A path from entry node s to some node k, k e N, is cakd a sequence ~1,. n,, . . . . II,? of instructions, such that n1 = s, "p = k, and (ng& e A, for all 4, 1 5 i < q. If there is input data which causes a path to be traversed during program execution, the path is feasible.
A trajectory is a feasible path that has actually been executed for some input. A trajectory can be an initial segment of an infmite path if execution does not terminate.
Let T = <Xi, X, . . . . Xg denote a trajectory of length m and q be a position in T, 15 q < m. Then the following can be obtained. Front(T,q) denotes the sublist <X1. X,, . . . . X2 consisting of the first q elements of T. Back(T,q) denotes the sublist <x9+i, X,,+z, . . . . v consisting of elements that follow T(q), a trajectory at position q. DEL(T,R), where R is a pr&icate on the set of instructions in T, meaning a subtrajectory obtained from T by deleting from it all elements T(i) that satisfy R.
If we let T be the trajectory of program P on input x, then a (dynamic) slicing criterion of program P executed on x can be defined as a triple C = (x,Iq,V). where P is an action in T, and V is a subset of variables in P.
C-Debug
C-Debug is an interactive debugging tool designed to function as a utility progmm of the UNIX system. C-Debug is developed based on slicing and dicing techniques. In order for C-Debug to be more powerful, dynamic slicing rather than static slicing is chosen for implementation.
C-Debug was designed in a way to allow ease and convenience on part of the user. Using C-Debug, the user can interact directly with the computer in locatiug errors in a program. Menus are provided to allow the user to select any one of a number of functions (Slice, Dice, Help, etc.) supported by C-Debug. Figure 1 presents the data structures which were designed and implemented for the slicing algorithm.
Slicing Algorithm Data Structures
In Pigure 1, me_too is used to store a set of line numbers which is used for computing the scope of influence in each line: offset is used to identify the location of each statement in the source program named filename; s-code represents instructions of source programfilename from line number 1 to n-stms; encode represents instructions of the trajectory path from 1 to n-truj of the executable path program named TRACE; and S, is the set of slice 
Algorithm for Computing the me-too Set
For calculation of the scope of influence of each statement, the me_too set is used Lyle 841. Let x be a line number, the me too is a set of line numbers of the statements that & in the scope of inlluence of line number and also the set of line numbers that include x in their scope of influence.
Due to the complexity of the C language and in order for C-Debug to be applicable to programs containing functions and preprocessors, the me-too set was modified according to the rules shown in Figure 2 .
Based on the rules in Figure 2 , Figures 3 and 4 show an example of computing the me-r00 sets. Figure 3 depicts a test program that computes the factorial and Figure 4 shows the results of the me-f00 set computations.
To facifitate the computation of the lexical analyzer phase, lex [Holub 901 was used lex is a utility program in UNlX that translates an input file, consisting of regular expressions and C source code, into a lexical analyzer.
1. For any line number that contains such preprocessor instructions as #include, #defined, etc., the me too set must contain line number 0. 2. For any line number that is used to declare global variables the llte too set must contain line number 0. 3. For any hne number that contains straight-line instructions, the me too set must contam: 3.1 Its line numbe~and 32 Line number of which it is in the scope of influence. ii lint num* 6: scanf %d",&num); 78: rhr.l $ num >= 0) 9: .
prind "Factorial %4d = %4chn"pum,fact(num)); scanf "%d",&num); t 12: plintf("%s"Jnsg); 13: I This algorithm (See Figure 5 ) was designed and implemented to create an executable path, determine line numbers and positions, and compute &f (defined variables) and r@ (used variables), all of which will be stored in e-code (set of instructions in the executable path). The algorithm also returns the value of n-truj, which is the number of positions in the trajectory.
Like the me-f00 algorithm, lex is used to read the file and classify the tokens in the program named C7RAC.E. program jilename. In regards to option -p, the objective is to modify file r~~im2.c in order to: (1) allow the creation of an executable path of the source program filenmne into a new file called CTRACE and (2) terminate the execution of the test program whenever the test program runs into an infinite loop. /v/win&C-Debug is the path of the directory in which the program nurtime1.c is located. This path can be modified whenever C-Debug is installed in another directory. 
DU (Definition-Use) Algorithm
This algorithm (See Figure 6 ) was designed and implemented to compute the DU (Definition-Use) relation in which one action assigns a value to an item of data and the other uses that value. 
Implementation
In this study, C is chosen to implement C-Debug due to its popularity, portability, and effkiency [Schildt 871. In addition, C has the advantage of working efficiently with utility programs (e.g., ctrace and lex) on UNIX.
ln regards to data structures, linked lists and red black trees [Samak 86 ] rather than array were used. This is because the size of an array cannot be precisely predicted. Although C can support dynamic arrays, it is still not To avoid the linear cost of insettion and deletion, and determination of the precise size of the arrays, linked lists are used in this study. Furthermore, linked lists can work efficiently with data that are alphanumerical and where the frequency of data access is low. As is shown in Figure 1 , these data include me-too, akfi r4, S,, and slice. However, if the frequency of data access is high. link lists may not be appropriate because the access operation of linked lists is O(n). As a result, red-black tree was selected for use with these data. Because a red-black tree is a balamed binary tree, the worst case of access is O(log n). One important chamcteristic of red-black trees is that an update requires O(1) amortized time rather than O(log n) time [Samak 861 .
A number of utility commands in UNIX were used in procedure siice(jilename : string; n-stms, n-traj, Figure 9 . The complete slicing algorithm the implementation of C-Debug including: ctrace (to create the executable path of a test program), vi (to edit the test program), view (to read the test program). and system (to invoke UNIX commands).
Summary and Future Work
A description of program slicing and dicing techniques was presented along with a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of dynamic and static slicing, and the procedures used to locate errors in a program using dynamic slicing and dicing techniques. The steps necessary to design C-Debug and its important algorithms were discussed ah.
Based on initial experiments with C-Debug, we found that improvements and additions can be made to C-Debug in the following aspects.
In regard to functions, although C-Debug was designed to work with function calls both with and without parameters, we found that if the names of the global and local variables of each function declared in the program are the same. the resulting slice is occasionally larger than it should be. This arises from the difficulty involved in confining the scope of global and local variables in each function. For example, assume that function A and function B both declare the same local variable TEST. C-Debug would compute the two variables named TEST in both functions as if they were the same variable, despite the fact that they are two different variables. This causes the slice resulting from variable TEST in function B to be larger than it should be. In particular, rather than containing the set of line numbers that relates specifically to variable TEST in function B, the resulting slice also includes the set of line numbers that relates to variable TEST in function A.
In regard to expressions manipulating pointers, although C-Debug was designed to work with expressions manipulating pointers, we found that there is some difficulty involved in selecting the variables to be used in computing slices (slicing criterion variables). The completeness of the resulting slices is dependent on the selected variable as well as their positions in the trajectory. This problem is illustrated in the example shown in Figure 10 . To obtain a complete slice, it is necessary that the user understand and remember that the variables X and Y in the called function named carlfund and the variables A and B in the calling function named catlfunct be the same. Note that variable A is an argument which is passed "by address" whereas variable B is an argument which is passed "by value". C-Debug was not designed to be used with structures, unions, and userdefmed variables. This is because these variables always create a new type of variable and, therefore, cause design problems in the lexical analysis phase. If C-Debug is further enhanced to include structures, unions, and user-defined variables, it should work more efficiently.
An obvious area of future work is enhancing C-Debug's capability to handle the following. With respect to functions, if the global and local variables in each function are declared to be the same, the slice resulting from the global and local variables in each function must be made mutually exclusive. With respect to expressions manipulating pointers, they should be designed in a way to allow more ease on part of the user. C-Debug can be enhanced to include the capability of working with structures, unions, and user-defined variables.
